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Welcome and greetings again to the new transmission.
A time to relax your mind, relax your body and be open
to the flow of energy and information, and as you focus
inwardly and identify with your body of light, you will
feel the shift of energy. As you do feel that shift,
become aware that there is a greater group of Beings
around you. It is almost as if you lift up out of your body,
above the Earth space, connecting with a very large
number of people, and each of us is drawn into the
assembly area – the receiving area of the Station of
Light. So, here we begin this session at this time.
Everything that you have been achieving in this current
phase of experience is with you – the sense of
satisfaction or fulfilment, or perhaps the sense that you
wish to do more – all of that is with you, even in this
space as your light body consciousness state. All of
those aspects also need to be released, so that you
exist completely open in the present, and in the
present you will feel the flow of energy coming around
you, pulling you forward into a state where you can
identify an increasing sense of rhythm, of timing, of
order, and perhaps of a greater perspective of the
events and experiences which have been occurring
around the Earth planet recently. There are many
theories and facts involved in everything which occurs.
Here in this space, we come to receive greater
clarification from a different point of consciousness

and this is where we need to be attentive – expanding
our awareness – heightening our perceptions in every
way.

“Entering into this space with you Beloved, Orem
addressing you and I am enjoying being able to
communicate with you all and to assess what you
bring in with you.
We are able to read your energy body and the level
of everything that you have understood and also
your light energy body itself we clearly identify the
rhythm and the pattern and the geometric energy
field that it is, and in that assessment we can identify
the places which need strengthening for you and the
places which you can readily draw upon a different
type of energy frequency for your entire modality as
a humanoid form. Everything you receive here and
the experience we bring you into will be useful for
you in your current phase of experience in the
human unit form.
You will be aware already that you have taken on a
different sense in your light body here because you
have a different purpose and in coming here in your
light body, your light body is able to reconnect and
reassume the aspect that it is in its trueness, where
it becomes separated from the physicality and
everything associated with the Earth plane and it
becomes more clearly identified with the
dimensional frequencies here in this Station of
Light. All of this is significant for you to realise that
you can function very easily as this light being self
and if necessary, the light being self can draw to it
more of the physicality to be present in this Station,
if that need ever occurred in your timeline.
So, specifically here, your body of light is
reconnecting with all of the issuance to do with the
commissioning of you here in this Command Station
and with the universal group of Beings stationed
here. This also becomes an area from which you
can be drawn into other elements of existence,
although we oversee this so that you do not extend
yourself too far away from this Station.

This is where you are needed at this time. The level
of existence of the cities of light is always open to
you here. In saying that, you will be aware that you
have indeed become immersed within that energy
central positioning of this light city structure
associated with planet Earth and associated with
this Station. What you are perceiving here is a very
highly energised area of that light existence of that
civilisation. This is to help you draw into you that
pattern of energy which aligns you into that
crystalline light civilisation. Some of you already are
feeling you are drawn forward into that, and then
more of the civilisation manifests around you and if
you are perceiving flowing streams of light that you
might identify as streams of water, then this is
indicative that you are perceiving the flow of energy
in that structure. You may also be aware that it is
held in a particular sphere of energy which you may
see is separated from the atmosphere of Earth. It is
held in a certain dimensional space, so it has its
area, it has its boundary and just as we have taken
you at times to experience the edge of your
consciousness field, in a sense this crystalline
energy environment also has its edge to it, far out
beyond your present conception of what that would
be like. It is just to help you understand that it is an
environment that is protected. It has its own sphere
of the elements necessary for the lifeforms within it
and it is already well established. We are just
showing you part of it to again help you to resonate
with this. Of course your light body resonates very
well to it, is adapted to it, and what will be needed is
the adjustment in your physical organism to the
energy frequency of it. This is occurring in sequence
and every time you experience this with us, you are
receiving more of that energy frequency deeply
within the pattern of the physicality unit of you.
The area of this vast city of light can encompass
much of the planet as you know it to be now and you
would understand that the energy of the biosphere
of the planet is needing balance, it is needing
energy adjustment and of course the energy
adjustments are in turn creating change throughout
the surface and internally.

The energy frequencies measured as particular
wavelengths and magnetic fields occurring around
the planet are also changing and you will be
perceiving this in your body units. Frequent
alignment and adjustment is needed to maintain
your sense of balance and to enable the adjustment
to the flows of energy coming in to you.
Also within this city of light where you are
assembled in a specific area in a structured
formation, you are receiving the higher spectrum of
energy frequency. You may perceive this as colour
or sound. As you attune yourself to it, you will feel
adjustments happening right through the
connection of your light body through to other layers
associated with your physicality unit. So just allow
that to help you and later in the process you will
integrate it layer by layer.
We withdraw you from this space to assemble you
in the central communication chamber. Here there
are different segments and elements associated
with the overseeing of life on your planet as also it
is working in another dimension with another
planetoid being and there is a balancing between
these areas. It could be perceived as a dual Earth,
a dual dimension and existence flowing and working
parallel with what you currently experience but
necessarily being identified as a separate space.
The purpose of helping you to understand this, is to
give you the knowledge that many of you often
perceive a different reality that you are working in
and while aspects of it are familiar, other aspects
are not, and so you have the experience
perceptually and deep within layers of your
consciousness field of this different reality. This is
not a reality that you would refer to as other lifetimes
that you have lived. This is the - perhaps we might
liken it to a mirror image, but the events are different
and they change. There is a continuation of work in
that other dimension to assist the process that you
are going through currently on Earth, so it does help
you on Earth and the Beings who are working with
that and with your current reality understand the
process. This is to say that you are in the care of an
advanced layer of conscious Beings.

Now the reality that you are experiencing is the one
that is important for you to exist in and to bring the
energy in to help the Beings around you and to help
yourself adjust to the changes. Some of you are
needing structural or particular energy chord
adjustments, so in this space it is possible for you to
receive the adjustments necessary, so if you feel
you are physically present during this phase, that
indeed is what you allow yourself to receive. It is
simply a matter of acknowledging that you have a
need so that you continue to be actively serving and
being present for everyone around you. This little
treatment will work in an ongoing way for you.

Thank you, Orem. Lani speaking to you again and I
have the joy of bringing you back around me in this
transition area of the Station and there are many
with me here as well, many different light Beings.
You may perceive some of the smaller silver light
Beings who come around us and they are the ones
who are watchful of the physical form. They could
come around you at any time if you would be open
and would be asking for help. They help bring in the
perfect healthy matrix throughout you and they are
supervised by other Beings of Light – Star Beings.
They are very busy around you at present, helping
you adapt to the energy.

There have been disturbances experienced with
many of you to do with balance, to do with visual
disturbance and all throughout different pathways
within your physical unit. We understand the
stresses that you are experiencing as a result of the
different frequencies you are receiving and we
would wish you to receive all of this to help balance
and strengthen your energy matrix and incorporated
in that is of course the intricate coding necessary for
you in every way. So you will feel your physicality
recede and we address again your light body
energy self here. What you have received is very
strongly evident in you now and we are
communicating in many ways to you here beyond
the words.

Now I thank all of those Beings and I am asking you
to now come back to your physical body so that you
will be integrating everything from your light body
into all layers to do with your physical body, all of
the energy circuits, all of the emotional aspects, all
of the mental processes – the mental field, the
thought field that affects the body – and deeply into
all of the energy centres running through you from
your core energy channel. Now you will feel
stronger and clearer for the light energy body is
filling all of those aspects of you with the clearer
energy received in this transmission.

Bring all of this back with you now as I am bringing
you into the receiving area of the Station. This
transition space is very necessary for you to
continue to use in these transmissions and any time
you wish to come into this Station.
You have adapted to a great deal of the flows of
energy and we leave you here Beloved

I am closing the Omega Portal now at the
conclusion of this transmission and you will be
coming aware of your surroundings and the day and
the time and of course being here present at this
time on this planet that is still filled with the richness
of the elements needed for the physical form and for
all of the energy that is coming through from the
groups working through Oceania and through
groups working from different vessels of light,
helping. There is a great number of Beings involved
in our process of evolvement. Thank you for being
part of this transmission. Be fully aware again.

Orem out “
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